Principles of microneurosurgery for safe and fast surgery.
Since their introduction by Prof. Yaşargil in the 1960s, Microneurosurgical techniques have been the essentials of neurosurgical practice. Principles of Microneurosurgery are mainly based upon handling the lesions of different characteristics that can be localized in any part of the nervous system. Whereas the aim is to treat these lesions with efficacy and precision, the performance should be non-traumatic and minimally invasive. Delicate movements of instruments under the magnification of an operating microscope require a good knowledge of Microneurosurgical anatomy and experience. Professional teamwork is the essential part of Microneurosurgical operations. Fascinating approaches are not practical unless combined with appropriate positioning and optimal conduction of Neuroanesthesia. Although the neurosurgical operations are highly dependent on technological advancements, their use should be adjusted according to personal preferences and financial resources. To keep the operations simple and fast, and appreciate normal anatomy, only a limited array of instruments is preferable for use. The basic principles of Microneurosurgery discussed in this chapter are based on the Helsinki and Kuopio Neurosurgery practices in Finland, as well as the Senior Author's (J.H.) experience in approximately 10,000 microsurgery operations. The question to be addressed is: How does one perform operations safer and faster while preserving the normal anatomy?